


reTyre Traction is a detachable tyre tread (SkinTM ) that let’s you 
instantly change your tyre attributes

Meet reTyre Traction

Grip and safety in an instant

Easy-mount system

Puncture protection

On-the-go system

Keep the dirt outside

Adapt your tyre in seconds, and experience superb 
traction on snow, ice, mud and dirt! 

Both mounting and removing Traction takes only 30 
seconds, no assistance needed!

The Traction Skin ads a high-quality rubber layer which 
gives additional puncture protection.

Traction skins are foldable and easy to carry in a 
backpack.

Don’t take the weather conditions with you indoors - just 
take off the Traction Skins at your doorstep.  



Safety
Traction will provide you with the better grip, whenever you need it.

Freedom on the go
Excellent grip and ease of use were given the highest priority to give you peace 
of mind and safety. So you can focus on the experiences!

Ease of use
We have worked hard to make the Traction system easy for you to use without 
compromising on functionality or quality. You can easily install Traction in two 
simple steps, on your own – no help or assistance needed!

Highly durable
Reliability is the key for a great experience and we use only high quality-
components, so you can enjoy your high-traction lifestyle for years to come.

High-friction natural rubber
Get optimal grip on slippery roads with our 
Natural NXTW+ rubber compound, produced 
with high-quality additives.

Tread designed for traction
The tread pattern is designed specifically for 
wheelchair use. It is optimized for fore-aft 
traction (propulsion and braking), and tall knobs 
with sipes provide optimal traction on ice, snow, 
wet and slippery terrain. 

Wheelchair brake compatible
We took special care to make sure you can use 
your brakes with Traction.

Hand-friendly design
The sidewalls and placement of knobs were carefully designed to for a 
hand-friendly experience.

On-the-go design & accessories
Traction Skins are easy to fold and bring along on your travels. They are also 
accompanied with a reTyre backpack providing a great place to store them!

Easy-mount
Traction is designed for quick and easy mounting with our Velcro system. You 
can mount it on/off in 30 seconds. 

Features

Why reTyre Traction



Who is traction for?
Traction is perfect for any who wishes to effortlessly enjoy more safety on different 
terrains or wishes to have an extra layer of protection, be it dirt or puncture protection.

Does Traction provide additional flat protection?
Traction Skins use reinforced fibres which act as flat protection, combined with the 
additional layer of rubber and taller knobs, makes it almost impossible to experience 
puncture on your regular tyre.

Does Traction add rolling resistance?
reTyre Traction is specially designed for low rolling resistance. With its custom tread 
pattern it has lower rolling resistance than comparable off-road tyres. You will be 
surprised by how little rolling resistance it adds.

Is the system safe
Yes, designing products that offer additional safety and convenience is our primary 
mission at ReTyre. We are using only the high-quality and long lasting materials, and 
all of our products go through rigours testing. 

How durable is it?
The life expectancy of the Traction Skin is very high, but it will depend on your usage 
as well as storing (avoid storing any tyres on direct sunlight or high temperatures for 
long periods of time)

Which sizes are available?
Traction is currently available in 24’’ size.

FAQ
How do I mount Traction?
Traction is designed for quick and easy mounting, with specially designed easy-
fastening mechanism. You can mount it on/off in 30 seconds. 

1. Add the Traction Clip to your rim, until you hear a click. Check if it is locked 
nicely into position.

2. Attach the front Velcro Skin section nicely onto the Clip, on both left and right 
side of the tyre. 

3. Roll over Traction Skin so it overlays your regular tyre nicely, and attach the 
back/rear Velcro Skin sections onto the Traction Clip.

As easy as that, you are ready to go!

When dismantling, take care to first detach the back/rear Velcro ends first.

FAQ
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